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The differences between the QELSS and classical diffusion coefficient of a poly disperse polymer 
resulting from distinct definitions of experimentally accessible average values are calculated 
for two assumed specific forms of molar mass distributions. Predicted deviations are compared 
with the experiment using NBS 706 standard polystyrene, QELSS Dz of this sample relates 
within 2- 4% to the classical diffusion coefficient, if the Schulz-Zimm molar mass distribution 
is assumed to be valid. In general, differences between the height-area and QELSS diffusion 
coefficient of about 20% may be found for MwlMn ,..., 2, and this value may increase above 
35%. if strongly tailing molar mass distribution pertains to the sample. 

In a previous paper! it has been shown that QELSS and classical diffusion coeffi
cients are equal within ± 2% in the case of sharp polymer fractions, if QELSS experi
ments are performed in very dilute solution where the concentration dependence 
of D can be neglected. It has been found that the influence of a small polydispersity 
of the sample resulted only in a negative 2-3% error in the QELSS diffusion con
stant, if a single exponential fit instead of the second cumulant fit was used. Thus. 
the influence of different definition of the QELSS diffusion coefficient (Dz) was 
negligible in comparison with classical diffusion in the case of very sharp fractions. 

For a polydisperse macromolecular solute a well-known equation holds2 for the 
electric field autocorrelation function 

I g(1)(r) I = J~ G(y) exp (-yr) dy , (1) 

where r is the delay time, y = DK2, D and K being the diffusion coefficient and 
scattering vector, respectively. The single exponential is replaced by a normalized 
distribution of exponentials G(y) defined3 as the fraction of the total intensity scat
tered by molecules having y within the interval y, y + dy. In the case of classical 
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gradient diffusion, the binary diffusion equation4 

dn 

dx 
_A_no:.-o _ exp (-x 2/4Dt) 
2,/(nDt) 

is replaced5 by the sum or distribution of gradient curves 

Porsch, King, Sundelof: 

(2) 

dn = ~ f"'F(D) D- l / 2 exp (.:...x 2 /4Dt) dD. 
dx 2.J(nt) 0 

(3) 

Here, Ano is the initial difference between the refractive indices of solution, x is the 
coordinate in the cell, t is time and F(D) is the differential mass distribution function 
of diffusion coefficients, defined so that the product F(D) dD gives the mass fraction 
of the polymer having the diffusion coefficient between D and D + dD. Clearly, 
the difference in definitions G(1') and F(D) results in different average values of the 
diffusion coefficients determined using Eqs (1) and (3); this difference can no longer 
be neglected, if moderately broad or broad polydisperse samples are studied. 

It is the aim of this paper to calculate these differences assuming two different 
specific forms of the molar mass distribution to" see to what extent the comparison 
of the QELSS and classical diffusion coefficient can be made, depending on thewidth 
of the molar mass distribution. As an illustration, QELSS experiments on a modera
tely broad standard polystyrene sample have been performed, analyzed according 
to the principles outlined previouslyl specified for moderate polydispersity, and 
a comparison with classical diffusion data for the same sample is presented. 

THEORETICAL 

The same specific forms of molar mass distribution functions differing in the degree 
of asymmetry as in the previous paper1 are used: (i) the Schulz-Zimm distribution 
in the form 

a b + l 
f(M) = Mbexp(-aM), 

r(b + 1) 
(4) 

where a, b > 0 and r denotes the gamma function; the necessary width of the 
distribution is given as Mw/Mn = 1 + l/b. (ii) Pearson's distribution 

f( M) = p0 - 1 M - E exp ( - 13/ M) 
r(s - 1) 

(5) 

with Mw/Mn = (s - l)/(s - 2) and 13 > 0, s > 2. The normalized mass distribution 
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f( M) dM is defined as the mass fraction of molecules having M in the interv~l M, 

M + dM and this is the distribution operating through G(y) and F(D) in QELSS 
and classical diffusion, respectively. The intensity fraction in Eq. (1) is the generalized 
statistical weight6 defined in terms of Zi arguments as the z-fraction 

(6) 

here, Zi = WiMi = niM~, Wi' ni being weights and numbers of molecules with M;, 
'respectively. From the z-defined distribution of G(y) the z-average follows as the 
first moment6 •7 ; using the necessary relation between f(M) and G(y) following 
.directly from their definition 

1 
G(y) dy = - Mf(M) dM, 

Mw 
(7) 

where M w is the mass-average molar mass, we obtain 

D = ~ = ~ foo G()d = f; DM f(M) dN! 
z K2 K2 0 Y Y Y f;' M f(M) dM 

(8) 

in agreement with2 • This is the only case where the "true z-average" according to 
KinnelC is available experimentally, and this is, of course, not equal to the "formal 
z-average" of D based on the mass distribution of diffusion coefficients due to the 
fact that an analogous relation to Zi = WiMi = niM~ cannot be used6 in the case 
of the diffusion and sedimentation constant. We refer to Kinne1l7 , noting that 
only the "formal averages" are accessible experimentally in the classical diffusion 
and sedimentation. 

In the gradient diffusion experiment the average height-area diffusion coefficient 
is determined4 in most cases by 

(9) 

The polarization interferometerS enables us to determine four different averages 
·of the diffusion coefficient in polydisperse systems; 

D _ f;' D- 1/ 2 F(D) dD 
2 - f;' D- 3/ 2 F(D) dD 

is the most precise, the next one in precision being Dl defined by Eq. (9). 
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To compare QELSS Dz with the averages defined by (9), (10), we use the relation 

and, noting simply by definitions, 

f(M) dM = -F(D) dD, 

we get after some rearrangements the result 

D = J~ D(~-l)/~ F(D) dD. 

z J~D-l/~F(D)dD 

I n a special case of the E)-solvent (oc = O' 5), 

D = J~ D- 1 F(D)dD. 
z J~ D- 2 F(D) dD 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

For oc = 2/3 that corresponds to the exponent k = 1 in the viscosity dependence 
on molar mass [11] '" Mk, if the Flory-Fox relation9 k = 30c - 1 holds, we have 
from (13) that Dz = D2 as defined by Eq. (10). Hence, in this case the classical D2 
value should be directly comparable with the QELSS Dz , independently of the poly
dispersity of the sample. 

To get a comparison between Dz and D1, D2 it is necessary to calculate the integrals 
in Eqs (9), (10) and (13). Using Eqs (4), (11), we get after some algebra and integra
tions for the Schulz-Zimm as a result in the terms of gamma functions 

Dl reb + 2) r2(b + 1) 
Dz r2[(2b + oc + 2)/2] reb - oc + 2) 

(l5) 

and 

D2 reb + 2) r[(2b + oc + 2)/2] 
Dz reb - oc + 2) r[(2b + 30c + 2)/2] 

(16) 

The same can be done using Eqs (5), (11), (9), (10) and (13) for Pearson's case 

Dl r(e - 2) r 2(e - 1) 
Dz r2[(2e - a - 2)/2] r(oc + e - 2) 

(17) 

and 

D2 r(e - 2) r[(2e - oc - 2)/2] 
-= 
Dz r(a + e - 2) r[(2e - 30c - 2)/2] 

(18) 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

A standard polystyrene sample NBS 706 was characterized (NBS certificate) by Mn = 136 500, 
MTJ = 216000, Mw = 257 800 (light scattering), Mw = 288 100 (sedimentation equilibrium). 
Solutions in toluene were prepared by weighing. 

A QELSS experimental setup, filtration of solutions and evaluation procedure were described 
jn a previous paperl. Classical diffusion experiments and calculation procedures were described 
.in literatures .to . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The calculated ratios of the diffusion coefficients Dtf Dz and D2/ Dz to the distribution 
width up to Mw/Mn = 11 are plotted in Fig. 1a for the Schulz-Zimm case (Eqs 
(15), (16)) and in Fig. lb for the Pearson distribution (Eqs (17), (18)). We note only 
:a small change in D2 /Dz above Mw/Mn ~ 3 and in DtfDz above Mw/Mn ~ 5 for 
the Schulz-Zimm function. Nevertheless, comparing Dl with Dz , we achieve a dif
ference of about 25% above Mw/Mn = 3. The influence of greater asymmetry of the 
·distribution results in much higher values of Dd Dz for the Pearson case. Also, we 
see that the highest difference between D2 and Dz is found in the 0-solvent; the op
posite is true for D 1 • 

The corresponding plot for polystyrene-toluene (0( =0'57) is in Fig. 2 for both 
.distributions in the interval Mw/Mn ~ 3 found previouslyl as a reasonable limit of 

12 

5 11 

FIG. 1 

'The dependence of the ratios of diffusion coefficients DI / Dz (broken lines) and D2/ Dz (solid 
Jines) on the width of the Schulz-Zimm (a) and Pearson (b) molar mass distribution. Values of a: 

1 0'50, 20'57, 30'67 
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applicability of the cumulant evaluation procedure. There is almost no difference 
between the influence of the shape of distribution below Mw/Mn = 1'25. The values 
of D1/Dz = 1'07, D2/Dz = 1·015 for the Schulz-Zimm and 1'085,1'017 for Pearson's 
case, respectively, indicate that the difference between the classical and QELSS dif
fusion should be detectable using the height-area diffusion coefficient, if the precision 
of both diffusion methods approaches ± 2%. Bryngdahl's interferometer value 
of D2 remains directly comparable within this precision. Let us note that Mw/Mn '" 
1'25 is the upper limit of the distribution width of some polymer standards with 
higher molar masses. 

A set of experiments with the NBS standard sample was measured at the concentra
tion 0·0557 wt. %. Two different sampling times At were used to check the attainment 
of baseline. These data were evaluated according to the procedure described in the 
previous paper1. The maximum channel numbers jmax for a 2% error using the 
2nd order approximation (Fig. 5, ref. 1) were calculated jmax = 20, 22 for the Schulz
-Zimm and Pearson's case, respectively, using At = 2. 10- 6 • For At = 5. 10-6. 

FIG. 2 

Calculated ratios of diffusion coefficients 
Dt/Dz (broken lines) and D2 /Dz (solid lines) 
for the system polystyrene-toluene 
(0( = 0'57). Molar mass distribution ac
cording to Schulz-Zimm (0) and Pearson (b) 

25rr---.----r----.--~ 

a 

10 

8 b 

FIG. 3 

Condition of applicability of the 3rd order 
cumulant fit with 2% error. Molar mas& 
distributions according to Pearson (0) and 
Schulz-Zimm (b). Values of It: 1 0'5, 20'57~ 
30'67 
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only nine channell> remained below the 2% limit. To extend the number of usable chan
nels with a 2% error, the conditions of applicability of the third order cumulant ap
proximation may be written 

0·02[1 - R(YT) + Q(YTYJ ~ S(YTP . (19) 

We refer to the previous paper1 for details. The resulting values of (YT)max against 
Mw/Mn for both distributions are plotted in Fig. 3 and calculated jmax = 23,48 cor
respond to AT = 2. 10- 6 for the Schulz-Zimm and Pearson's function, respectively. 
The detailed shape of distribution is seldom known; therefore, we cannot safely use 
Pearson's case and gain only two more channels, but the expected advantage re-

TABLE I 

QELSS results for standard polystyrene NBS 706. Conditions: ~'!" = 2. 10- 6 s, average counting 
rate 177000 cis, 21·7°C, c = 0·0557 wt. %, statistical baseline. Symbols are defined in the text 
(Dz in cm2 s-1) 

No. of 
2nd degree 3rd degree 

~B 

experiment 
Dz ·l07 K2/Kr Dz ·107 K2/Kr % 

1 2·625 0·20 2·697 0·37 0·01 
2 2·542 0·15 2·660 0·44 0·05 
3 2·640 0·22 2·634 0·24 0·02 
4 2·580 0·20 2·605 0·29 0·06 

Average Dz 2·597 2·649 
Corr. to 25°C 2·732 2·787 

TABLE II 

Comparison of QELSS D z = 2·787 . 10- 7 cm2 s -1 with classical diffusion coefficients at 25°G 
for polystyrene NBS 706 

Description 
DI . 107 D2 . 107 

DJ/Dz D2/Dz cm2 s-1 cm2 s-1 

Measured ref. 5 3·384 2·966 1·21 1-06 
ref. I 0 2·902 1·04 

Calculated Schulz-Zimm 3·288 2·901 1-18 1·04 
Pearson 3·762 3·066 1-35 1·10 
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suiting from the third order fit is a better precision of the first cumulant and,hence, 
of the Dz value. 

The results of calculations are summarized in Table I. We see that the reproducibi
lity of Dz in a single experiment is about ±2% and a 2% difference between the 2nd 
and 3rd order fit. The 3rd order cumulant fit is believed to have a lower error in Dz 

and is used for further comparison. We see also reasonable values of the second 
cumulant, although higher for the 3rd order fit, noting that the error estimate of the 
K2 value runs from ±15% up to ±64%. Experiments with L~:t" = 5.10- 6 (not 
included in the table) gave the same baseline difference ,1.B as with ,1. .. = 2.10- 6 , 

thus confirming the correct choice of this value. All data were also evaluated using 
the average baseline from the last eight delayed channels for comparison with the 
statistical baseline. A slightly higher Dz values were found with the average dif
ference fairly below the requested 2% error, but a higher scatter, less reliable cumulant 
values and sometimes overfitting (using the 3rd order fit) are noticed. Hence, the 
statistical baseline, apparently more precise, was preferred. 

The comparison of QELSS Dz with the classical diffusion coefficients is presented 
in Table II. The certified values of the sample used give Mw/Mn = 1'89, if the light 
scattering Mw is used, but with Mw from the sedimentation equilibrium Mw/Mn = 
= 2·11 is found. Due to our experience, the sedimentation equilibrium value is 
believed to be at least comparable in precision with light scattering. This is also 
supported by NBS fractionation datall (Mw/Mn = 2'1, Mz/Mw = 1'38). Therefore, 
an average Mw/Mn = 2·0 was used to find the calculated ratios DdDz for both 
distributions used. One can see from Table II that the Dz value relates to both 
classical diffusion within 2-4% in the case of Schulz-Zimm, thus confirming the 
applicability of this function with b = 1, i.e., the most probable distribution12 , to 
this sample. 

Summarizing, we cannot expect direct agreement between classical and QELSS 
diffusion data for samples of moderate polydispersity. In the case of Mw/Mn '" 2 
we may obtain differences of about 20% between the height-area and QELSS dif
fusion coefficient, and this difference may increase up to 35%, if a strongly tailing 
distribution of molecular mass pertains to the sample. 
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